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Screaming nervously among
Ticks and tocks, the clock
Shatters Orvil's chances of
Cornering a fragile Pink
Butterfly into the clutches
Of a vicious Spanish Fly Trap.
Slumber gives itself to the
Mercy of the machine and
Smothering the bellow with a
Quick flick of a hairy hand,
Curled bare flesh Straightens
And covers itself. Mouthwash
And palmolive prepare it to
Struggle through Another day of
Runny eggs, lipstick, and
Neckties, only to desperately
Return to another adventure
Living with the reality of ...
Orvil.
— Sandy Tiller

— Jackie MacLennan

chasing
pink butterflies can last a
lifetime

There is no way to say it.
i talked to three men yesterday,
for three hours.
employees for the state.
Looked at their questions
answered their pictures.
Now my file is thick
and my body
sick
nasal ash
anal rash
it's two weeks since i've been to class.

read an article once about a monk's funeral,
and how his brothers buried him.
The Brother lnfirmitarian steps into the grave
to greet the body, receive it
welcome it to the Earth.
When I fell into a grave once,
trying to set up a lowering device,
that orange Tennessee soil clung to me,
thickened the soles of my shoes.
damp terror
grave clay under my fingernails.

Now i just play in the sand.
Piddle, mostly,
costly,
and slowly

— L F/z
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The Murder
Hot words, coiled tongues whipped out
Sinking into the flesh of irrelevance
Ripping meat from bone,
Bone from socket,
Enraged by evasive awareness.
And at last, in one strategic blow
They pierced the cool, refreshing heart of fact
And felt,
Like a fainting child,
The bloody lie expire.

Insanity
Suffer the Child
Not in the wound
Delicate, tiny fingers
Limp in a new jar
Clutching, perhaps, the severed cord
That set them free

Silver balls shine like diamondite
in bat eyes,
fly
through the cold current air
swimming like a river,
red, then blue, then yellow flashes.
Scream, for they are coming
like horses •
stampeding in the dark,
beating hearts to a pulp.
Scream.

In a moment of agony.
Now floats a dainty figurine
Sheathed in the film of death.
So pale and lifeless,
Yet remains immortal beauty
In those pale hands
Hamging limp,
A perfection and a passion
As a remnant from another world
Of warm living
Where in silence a soul began.

— Poems by Julie McClary
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A Lullaby for Mid-Career
Rest easy. Your slumber is to be undisturbed
except perhaps
by
a voice quietly accepting your presence with a soft answer (o turn away, wrath!)
or by
the drift of a waterfall which is a sound more than a misting
or by
an Indian walker walking in the snow with an almost undetectable lightness
or by
the rustling of a circular which announces your name and an unstated reward.
Who pays it? by what currency of what country?
The snowbanks shift in the mountains according to natural law.

— Paul Ramsey

— Glenda and J. L. Myers
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the night little-bit carter
took on the world
An eerie chilled breeze, unusual for a Georgia summer night, made me feel
even more afraid. I kept inching to the back of the line, putting it off,
dreading my turn. If not for the other guys, who were cracking jokes and
acting so cool, I would have run away. But I couldn't do that; no, I would
never live it down.
I looked around, surveying the scene that trapped me. There was no moon
and few stars. Tall, dense pines grew about, blocking out light, sound,
everything but the wind. The trees encompassed a small bare clearing fed by
a lone rutted clay road. Within the clearing eight or nine boys danced around
a battered pickup truck like so many Pygmies around a fire after a successful
hunt. The whole picture was mad. Why was I here?
A fresh gust of wind wooed through the pines awakening me to the harsh
realization that it would soon be my turn. Maybe she'll get enough and leave
now, I thought, as I watched one boy crawl out of the cab of the pickup,
licking his lips and rolling his eyes much to the amusement of the others. No,
I guess I'm next.
I tried to study the boy in front of me, but I couldn't see in the cab too
well. I knew I'd make an ass out of myself. Something would happen
because of my ignorance and the guys would laugh and she would laugh.
Running away was my only salvation, but I couldn't risk my manhood like
that. The boy slid out of the truck zipping his pants. He slapped me on the
shoulder and said, "She's yours."
The guys called her "Little-Bit Carter" but someone told me her real name
was Shelly. I had never seen her before. I had never seen anything like her
before. She lay in that truck as naked as the day she was born. Despite the
cold, she was adorned with sweat that made her shine against the cracked
imitation leather of the truck seat. Her stringy red hair was strewn about her
freckled face like an unkempt mane. Her eyes were closed and her mouth
half open, inhaling and exhaling rapidly. With each gasp her small smooth
breasts would tighten and then rise up to taunt me. Her pale featureless body
was without curves and her spindly legs were spread and raised at the knees,
offering what seemed to be a repulsive invitation. But as I stared at her, none
of these homely features mattered. She was the most beautiful thing I had
ever seen.
The air must have been much colder as I walked home, but I didn't notice.
My body was warmed by an unusual new sensation. I didn't know much
about love but this must be it, I thought. What else could it be? Suddenly I
wasn't afraid anymore, not of anything. The more I thought about Shelly
and the truck, the more glamorous the moment became. I saw the lights of
home and broke into a run, anxious to lie in bed and dream.

Bill Stiles

— Glenda Anderton
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— Jamie Wyse
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Doors

in the convent
the nun sits
silent.
silence is the key to the house.
it is the lock on the door.
the time passes in silence.
and the nun sits in silence.
there are other doors
to the convent,
other passages,
but time is the
quickest route.
Nick Decosimo

Reflections (an orange ornament)
Apple and tobacco smells.
A towel on the back of my father's chair
soaks up Vitalis.
Warm rushes from a Sunday pot roast
Behind the New York Times Magazine
My mother dreams in Bergdorf Goodman
price tags
Montovani, my father and his pipe
Somewhere on an aircraft carrier
in 1941.
These reflected in an orange Christmas ball
Watching the tree, watching them
Straining to keep
Woolen moments underneath the quilt.
My journey will take me away
The amber dance above the paint
chipped Jesus
shatters.
If I look back
I will freeze in the snow.

— Margie Loughman

looking into the darkness
of disparity
Walking lonely roads of
open-ended dreams
searching silent faces for familiarity
We seek and
Having found meaning in humility and tolerance total acceptance unquestioned,
you stand with an
out-reached hand
and smiling eyes
friendship knows no fear
my friend.
— Marilyn Kirkpatrick
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Revelation
Linda Shumate

The day for Eternal Salvation is here. My heart is beating rapidly. "Come
Child. We must hurry! Today is the day we have long awaited." Child dances
about in glee. "Let us go Mama! Let us go get our Eternal Salvation now!"
"Child - you must remember. Only the Chosen Few. Nevertheless, we will go
prepared. Bring along your flashlight and your bag of good works." "Yes,
Mama, it's all here. My Eveready battery has been charged and all my good
works are zipped up tight. Mama - how many stars do you think I'll have in
my crown?" "Hush Child! Remember - only the Chosen Few."
Off we go, bags bulging with good works. We are early, but the crowd is
already large. Some of the people have huge trunks, others only small packs.
A few have forgotten their flashlights. "Look Mama, look! There's the
Reverend! And Mayor Hughes! Why Mama, look there - see Old Joe, the
janitor from school! Everybody is here." "Yes Child, yes - we all want our
Eternal Salvation, don't we? And today's the day. Today the Chosen Few
will be named."
A dusty van edges its way through the crowd. It is decorated with brightly
colored flowers. Silence sweeps over the people as the Savior steps out. He
looks so kind! "Blessed Savior," murmurs the crowd. Onto the platform
steps the Savior, two fingers lifted in blessing. The trumpets sound. The
drums roll. The Savior begins calling the Chosen Few. Child holds onto my
hand and then - we hear our names! Into the van we climb along with the
other Chosen. Sadly, the rest turn away. "Mama - look - there goes the
Reverend!" "He were a good man," says Old Joe, from the front seat.
The Savior starts the van. All across town we ride to the deep, deep forest.
The road is bumpy. It gets narrower and narrower and ends at the entrance
to a mine. The Savior keeps going, into the mine and down and down. The
light fades away. Child pulls my arm. "Mama," he whispers, "I don't believe
this is the way to Eternal Salvation." "Hush Child, hush. Believe and thou
shalt have eternal life." There is darkness everywhere yet the Savior drives on
without headlights. The Chosen Few sit quietly. The van stops and we
silently climb out.
"Follow me," says the Savior. I follow along, Child holding my hand, the
other Chosen close behind. With each step the passage becomes smaller. We
stoop, and then we crawl. "Savior, is this the only way?" I ask timidly.

"Strait is the way, and narrow is the path," he answers.
Darkness fills my lungs. I pull myself forward with my elbows. Child is
somewhere behind, I can't see. A smothering fear suddenly panics me. We
are all being tricked! This is the way to Eternal Damnation! I must warn the
others, before it is too late. I stop and try to go back. Just then a shining
light strikes my face. "I am the way, the truth, and the light," the Savior
says. My fears melt away. The path widens. We all stand straight and tall, our
faces shining with the light.
"Watch your step," says the Savior, and we step from the cave onto a
whirling merry-go-round floor. Once on, all feeling of movement is gone. The
room is beautiful. Old Joe sits his bag on the floor. "Well, what we gon' do
now?" he says. St. Peter claps his hands smartly together. "All right people.
Over here now. Line up! Let's count up the good works in each and every
bag. Room assignments are given on the basis of quality and quantity, you
know." "But then, what we gon' do tomorrow?" asks Old Joe. "There is no
tomorrow here!" St. Peter says irritably. The Savior lifts his hand. "The
meek shall inherit the earth. Come." We all follow him to the far side of the
room. The earth is spread below us. There is no window and no wall, and we
can see forever. All the trees, mountains, and oceans of creation are ours to
view in an eye. "Mama, where are we?" asks Child. "Why, heaven, of
course," I answer. I can't stop looking at the beauty before me. It is all I had
hoped it would be. "Mama, look here," Child cries. I turn and see him on the
other side of the room, hanging over the edge and looking down. "There's a
giant Tinkertoy stick holding us up!" He jumps to his feet and begins
dancing about in glee. "Tinkertoy, Tinkertoy," he squeals. Faster and faster
he runs around the room. The room begins to tilt and sway crazily.
"Heaven is a Tinkertoy, Tinkertoy, Tinkertoy,
Heaven is a Tinkertoy, and we'll all wake up in the morning." Child
keeps singing. "Stop Child, you'll upset the balance. Stop!" I cry. My
warning is too late. Our merry-go-round floor flies off the Tinkertoy stick
and hurtles through space. We watch it sink in the great sea, and we die.

The Berlin Wall
I took

an ice pick
And stabbed it directly
Into the center of my eye

Never again to see them run in desperation
And to fall short
Into the scarlet web of the spider.

— Robert Moon

Love Affair With An Old Friend
Early one morning a pleasant green hill comes to me in my sleep
And begs me Please come and fall among my foliage.
I love you.
My legs jump at the invitation and take me swiftly to the home
Of the hill - it is a nice house - the nicest I know.
Come and share my bed with me whispers the grass moving politely
Aside as / collapse, caressing it gently between my arms.
I remember reaching out to hold someone once, but
When I looked again
I was holding myself.
Carefully reaching out to touch a fat bushy tree who is slowly
Feeding cereal to the ground, the wind trips and bumps me lightly.
Suddenly my body lunges outward and desperately seizes the tree.
Holding my arms fiercely around it I jerk it from its bed as my face
Hardens into a bark-hard grimace.
We twirl about the hill dancing passionately in circles with the wind
As the parasol above me shivers gaily with delight.
Sunshine melts the grimace and my face hangs loosely from my head as
Wild laughter boils outward from my heated lungs.
Slowly opening my eyes to look about,
Daisies giggle as strawberries blush beneath their cover,
Clouds drift slowly about, lazily arranging themselves
nicely in the sky,
Walking my friend quietly back to its door I say thank you.
I love you too.
— Sandi Tiller
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Adrian Boyer

— Susan Warn
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August 6, 1971
Brisk bay breezes
Sun soaked sensations
Alone - removed from the coppertone
stench of
surrounding humans;
Separated by closed eyelids.
Gooey mud on boat bottoms
Rustle of silken bulrushes
Crying seagulls pierce the low tide.
wind tickles leaves
destroying patterns on sidewalks
creating new designs on the road
-crushed by speeding Rubber bamboo laughs as
mist silently sifts
through pines,
rests on ricefields and
hushes humanity.
laugh with me, bamboo.

— Susan Brady
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genesis
Retirement. Funny how I've never thought of that before. Of course,
nothing quite like this has ever happened. Why, if someone had mentioned
retirement to me before now, I'd have told them to go straight to hell. Now
I'm the one thinking of it. If things today had gone like they were supposed
to, I'd not be entertaining such ideas. If only today had been different, but
then you don't know what I'm talking about do you? No, of course you
don't. Permit me to start at the beginning or at the end depending on which
way you look at it.
As an acquaintance of mine might say; in the end was man. It was only
about three-hundred-fifty years ago. The earth was dying. It would no longer
produce, and death was imminent. People weren't really concerned. One
small group of people cried out in alarm, but by the time they were heard
and believed it was too late. Civilization was dying.
I must say for a while things were nice. National disputes were forgotten
and scientists the world over were working on ways to literally save the
world. Of course, it was useless. I knew that and told a few but no one paid
much attention to me. I think they all had some sort of way down deep,
glimmering type hope that some brain would solve all the problems.
Needless to say, things got worse. Everyday there was noticeable change.
It hit the older things first. The old people were found dead in all sorts of
hideous positions, and older trees and lower animals were dying left and
right. The younger ones really got serious then. They prayed. Can you
believe that, they prayed. All the time day and night. I'd never seen anything
like it. The churches were doing a booming business.
Things were really getting bad when the announcement came. They had
just initiated the first of several mass burials, when the world leaders
appeared on television with the announcement that nothing would save the
world as we know it. 'As we know it,' that phrase always did bother me.
Anyway, some scientists had developed a plan that was to be implemented
immediately. They had found a way to maintain life in a suspended state
until the world had a chance to revitalize itself. Fourteen people were to be
chosen for the experiment and the remainder of the world's population
could do one of two things. They could wait for the earth to kill them with
its poison or they could kill themselves with a pill to be distributed by the
governments. The president of the United States was going to set the
example by ending his life on national television in a few days. Which he did,
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and there were millions who followed suit. Of course there were those
die-hards that roamed the streets waiting for the end.
Before D-day; however, I took it upon myself to find out what this
experiment was all about, after all, it did concern me. These scientists,
freakish little men in white suits and wire rimmed glasses, had found a way
to control the sperm and ova of selected subjects. They could keep these
necessities of life in a potent state for an indefinite period of time and upon
command from a pre-programmed computer, they could cause these to unite
and perform the magic of life in the absence of same. This zygote would
then be maintained and grown in a controlled state until the birth cycle was
completed. They had thought of everything. Power was to be supplied by
solar batteries and computers were to nurse the infants, back up computers
were ready to take over when time took its toll on their forerunners, and the
ova and sperm had been extracted from those fourteen chosen ones after
which they were humanely eliminated. A similiar experiment was being
conducted with lower animals in another part of the country.
Public reaction to the experiment was somewhat mixed. Some said it was
the will of God for man to die. Others said it was His will for man to live.
Still others said it was the devil's work, imagine that, the devil's work. How
absurd!
At any rate, the experiment began and those remaining earthly souls killed
themselves or died of natural process. In my line of work, I was able to look
in on the experiment but because there is not much for a fellow like me to
do without people. I decided to rest the remaining years of the project.
Heaven knows I needed it.
When I emerged things really looked good. The earth was green again.
Decomposition had occured almost entirely and things were quite
garden-like.
I checked in on the lower-animal experiment for the first time then, and
was really amazed when I found that none of the reptile family had been
included in this segment of the project. I decided to lay that problem aside
for a later solving.
The human experiment had gone rather well. One of the ova had been
destroyed by a computer malfunction; however its matching sperm had
already been programmed as a back-up. This left six people to be born, three
of each sex.
When the time came for fertilization, I was really impressed with the
advancement of man's technology. At precisely the moment programed the
fertilization was completed.
Months passed and development was normal and on schedule. From the
moment of birth, the screaming wrinkled little souls were being trained.
They grew and looked rather well and by age five were able to carry out
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instructions that emitted from the speakers that surrounded them. At age
seven, they were allowed their first admittance to the training center where
the tapes prepared for their training were stored. It was here they learned of
their existence, but very little of their history.
I watched with parental joy as they learned and grew and began their first
venture into the world.
As I've stated before, they discovered a beautiful world. Virgin-like forests
and an abundant supply of food and wildlife. I watched with pride as they
learned and began to cultivate the earth and take charge of the lower
animals.
The day came when I was to do my work. Actually, I had enjoyed the rest,
but all good things end. I had decided long before to concentrate on one of
the females, I mean, it had worked before hadn't it? After much observation
I finally found one venturesome woman on her own.
I then saw the tree. Surely He wouldn't pull this old gag again. Really, I
mean, you would expect some originality wouldn't you? But there it was
bigger than life. Most important she was really fascinated by its many fruits.
I panicked momentarily when I remembered there were no longer any snakes
but assumed the appearance of the first animal I saw. It never dawned on me
until afterwards that this used to be man's best friend.
I walked up and sat on my haunches at her feet and she looked down and
smiled and gave me a pat on the head. I had every right to believe I was
getting somewhere. She was somewhat amazed by my proposal and I think
she was hungry too. She reached up to the tree and was about to pull the
fruit when her expression changed from fascination to disgust then anger.
She muttered something about the Holy tapes and forbidden fruit and began
throwing rocks at me.
Damn those Holy tapes. Of course I knew about them, but, heavens, they
never listened before did they? Why should they listen now? I'm really
beginning to believe that the human race is hopeless.
That was just a few hours ago and I've been thinking of it since. You can
imagine how I feel. Retirement is an alternative of course, but I can't really
consider that. I mean, what would a guy like me do in retirement? Yes, I'm
sure you understand that retirement is out of the question for me. There's
only one other thing I can do, right? Well, I'm sure you can understand.

— Roy McClendon
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— Mike Halburnt

— T. Fred Miller
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Wind Song
The roaring wind does bellow and gush in rushes
Playing havoc with flags and shirt tails flapping;
Causing grabs at short dresses and dervish hats
Caressing; and following itself.
It does blow cold and pauses to catch its breadth - All do wave goodbye as it passes
Soaring, roaring,
In a swoop of swirling curly .ques
It passes air in flairs
And brushes streaks of cool mint.
Lulled to sleep
By waves of heat.

Coming to a Woman's Lib Position
Handily, I waved my signs
Before a group of fisted wombs.
Pressing the issue,
Testing the internal pressures,
To see what issues forth.
In single state,
I mistake one to surrender
To a Cosmic Force.
Stronger still
She did shun me
Like a scratching dog
Performing mere tricks

— Poems by Tom

Jernigan

Of an aged stock.
Damned and cursed
And spat upon.
Given vinegar and crossed.
I was to only offer something more
Than self righteous indignation
And an alter-native death.

•
— Margie Loughman

When thoughtless I
fall upon the traps
And wrench my neck
by looking back
Watching the grass
instead of the path
Fall off the laughter
and into the laugh.
— Margie Loughman

— Jon Coniglio
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At times I have often wished that I had
Blown in with the soup lines of the thirties
Worn a tweed cap that buttoned to the bill
With rusty shoes and broken laces
I wish that I had known one back then
Who was not interested in my billfold
Or my reputation or the way in which I
Look on the outside or the way in which I
Refuse to protest things that I don't understand
I often wonder if I have been misplaced
In this great kingdom and if I should have
Lived, loved, and died a long time ago
But the cold winds of New York and South Hibbing
Blow just as cold and often today as they did
When Woodie Guthrie played in the honkies on 42nd street
There were times when even he found some comfort there
And went to places that only he would know
And I must confess there would have probably
Been times when even I would have gone there
And placed my corduroy pants on the radiators
To step warmly into after my rent was up between the sheets
So I can't help but at times wish that I had blown
In with the raids and the honkies of the thirties
I wish that I had found one there either strolling
In Central Park or else feeding the pigeons in Times Square
Wondering and worrying so very much about the things
That people used to worry about back then,
If the picnic Sunday would be ruined by rain
— Corky Moon
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GODPOME

I can hear the insects jive
Their Tiny Tympani pops
in bug/waltz/time.

The grass
listens

lascivious
glitters.
A fat mamma cat with her summer's end litter.

The moon,
the kittens,
the bugs,
I got bitten.
Before I could scratch or think about my itch
SOme one, some WHere, pulled A swiTch.

In the moment it took me,
I beheld it forever.

timeless, formless
ALL LIGHT
ALL QUIVER
Enough of symbols, you know I MEAN GOD.
and i could have looked
again
for ev
e

—LF/z

— Adrian Boyer

If I should become famous
Could we still be lovers
Or, would your wife read
What I have written here
And know.
Perhaps a divorce, but then
If you don't want me now,
Will I want you then?
— Ruby N. Daugherty

Unsterbliche Geliebte *
Who wrote those my thy words
Broke down therewith the dusky gates Or, using them as engines twin,
Thus seized his own Eurydice away.
She does exist,
Whoever she may be,
In perfect music
Of the two strong words he wrote.

*The rough copy of a letter, with only
these words as salutation and address,
was found among Beethoven's papers
after his death. The recipient is
unknown.
— William H. Shurr

Post Office
I am a letter waiting in your box.
Enveloped by a shield against the cold,
My words glow softly in the darkness there,
Waiting only for your opening sigh
To rush upon you with increasing strength,
To pulsate in an atmosphere now free
Of doubts caused by my slow delivery.
— Tom Snow
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St. John's Tavern
It was in the winter of '65 that I passed by the tavern on St. John's Street
in the midst of a snowy night and howling winds. Yet my heart was light
(and I am sure my mind was too if I could have found it). After all, when I
looked to the sky in the east, the big dipper appeared upside down, and my
navy scarf and cape, top hat and gloves were my friends as I approached the
big oak doors and descended down the two flights of stairs onto the main
floor.
O'Brien was the first man to catch my eyes as he was sitting on the stool
rubbing his crotch and scratching his sideburns to the rhythm of the mugs
that were being filled. Lacy was there too, smoking his pipe and looking
intelligent, and Garf, the woodsman, was there impressing the ladies with his
muscular bulk and rough talk. Sarah was excessively busy tonight trying to
keep all of the mugs filled with ale and beer and she continued to bring
pitchers to every table and catching an occasional pinch on the ass as she
moved to and fro. Everybody called her sweetie or cutie, or baby, but I just
called her Sarah.
I remember when I first moved here and she served me a mug and in doing
so she rubbed her open breast across my ear expecting me to look up and of
course I did. I thought of going to bed with her several times before, but
someone told me that she had a husband, but he went away. I left it at that
and decided to be content with just an occasional breast in the ear or
whatever else she wished to serve me.
Patrick just walked in, he's the doctor and from the looks of his running
nose, red ears, and watery eyes, I would imagine that he has just delivered a
baby. At any rate, I knew that I would know in just a few minutes. Sure
enough, Lacy shouted, "The O'Riley's have just dropped a boy, every bit of
nine pounds!" And then someone shouted, "With a stretch like that the old
woman'll never feel the same to ole Brian again," but everyone just laughed
and appeared to take it all very lightly.
Doc was a funny man, and I knew that Sarah liked him, not because he
didn't pinch her on the ass, but because he treated her very much like a lady
and not a waitress and helped her when she was sick or feeling ill with or
without pay. I think that Sarah is a better woman because of Patrick and I

liked him. He was manly, professional, and so no one ever took offense when
he followed them out back and watched them take a piss. Everyone felt that
they kind of owed it to him to let him see and besides, they prided
themselves with the fact that one as intelligent and handsome as he was
would even want to look at them. Yet Patrick had no time for ignorant
people.
He liked Mirscilla Mires and would travel over thirty-five miles a day just to.
sit in her garden and talk to her. Her husband had died in the war at
Vicksburg and Patrick had known him very well. I like Mirscilla, but
everyone knew that only Patrick had the aristocratical and upper class
ingenuity and personality and style to approach her deeply and I am sure
that he does. Patrick likes good bourbon and Mirscilla.
The tavern will be open all night tonight and I hope that I stay sober
enough to see everyone come in, even the parson will stop by for a couple in
order to get worked up for tomorrow.
I've never seen Maria look the way she does tonight. Her legs are so white,
so lively, and I can see me kissing them and I can see her kissing me, but I
could never love her. However, I do like her midnight hair which I know is
even darker elsewhere than on her head. Things are always darker the farther
you go down, like the ocean you know. Patrick checked her and I'm sure
that he knows, but he would never tell me. Hey, there's Kelly. What? What's
that he's saying? "I tell you I saw it all. There she was plain as day all nude
and all and old John Roscoe was laying back like a king looking up at the
stars repeating, 'Oh honey all, don't stop.' And she was kissing him and
hugging him and talking crazy things to him all at the same time when he
raised up and saw me hiding in the bushes watching him. He stood up and
said, 'Tom Lanier, Tom Lanier, I know you've been over there watching me
with envy, but don't worry, I'll save some of her for you.' And he took his
Colt out of his wrapped up trouser pockets and shot at me, and I ran like
hell!"
Tom never was much with the men or with the women. Talked too much.
You know how people are like that and Patrick always ignored him.
Ohhhhhh! It's 4:00. I suppose that I'll go home alone as usual. Sarah's
mentioning something to Garf. Now she's motioning for me to come over
there and join them. What could she want. She wants me to come home with
her and Maria asked me last night. I want to kiss Maria's white legs and I
know that she wants to kiss me. What Patrick, do I want to go to Boston
with you. Patrick you'll have to go to Boston by yourself or else with Lacy
because I've never been that way and I'm afraid that I might not like it or
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else it would change me to where I'd never be the same or want to kiss
Maria's legs again or else never want her to kiss me. At least, I'm sure of what
I want and who I am and what I am. I want to kiss Maria's legs and I am sure
that she wants to kiss me. Goodnight, Patrick, say hello to Mirscilla.
And so I left St. John's Tavern, and I left Patrick to go to Boston and I left
Sarah and Maria. They'll continue to pinch Sarah's ass and somebody
someday will float into the tavern and promise her stars and she'll go away
with them for good. But she'll come back or else her first husband will come
back and they'll try some more. Maria will eventually get pregnant and
married or else married and pregnant.
As for myself, I'll just wait for the big dipper to turn right side up again.

— Robert Moon

Children
Kids love horses.
shine six guns & carve notches in the handle
wind watches
only to snap the main spring.
sightless bats
fly in a dark cave
they fly precisely only to love
perfection.
never to say good-bye,
in the silence of my coloring.
— Paul Stevens
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— Adrian Boyer
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— T. Fred Miller

The First Day Of June
The first day of June was hot and sunny this year. Johnny was staying
with his grandparents as he did every June. He liked staying with Mama and
Papa Ross because they let him stay out later than his mother and father and
they let him eat more candy and didn't make him keep his room cleaned up
by himself.
He was chasing a seagull along the beach when he remembered his cave.
He had gone to his cave every year for as long as he could remember. Mama
Ross was angry the first time he went there each year because he would
always stay there for the entire day and night and no one would know where
he was. Papa Ross would try to watch Johnny but he would sneak away and
run to the cave. They always asked him where he'd been and wanted him to
promise he wouldn't go there again, but Johnny wouldn't answer.
There the cave was, right ahead of him: Just one more rock to climb and
he'd be there. Johnny could climb farther and faster than either his father or
Papa Ross. He could run faster than Papa Ross but not faster than his father,
because his father had been a track star years ago.
Now he was in his cave. It wasn't very large and Johnny couldn't stand up
straight when he was in it. He liked to come back to it year after year
because it was always the same. People weren't like that. His parents would
never act the same way for very long. On the plane when they were taking
him to Mama and Papa Ross, they hadn't been happy. They had talked most
of the way about when he was small. He didn't let them know he had heard
them, but if they had noticed they wouldn't have been concerned. Johnny
was always smiling and they knew he wasn't disturbed by their talk. He had
only cried once in front of his mother and they had called the doctors so he
was careful not to do it again. But that didn't matter now; he never cried in
his cave.
The sun was going down and it made the water change from shades of rose
to red, then violet and orange, while Johnny watched. He thought he heard
Papa Ross calling, but he paid no attention to that; he was busy listening to
the waves and the gulls.
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Then it was night and Johnny sat watching the reflections of moonbeams
as they wiggled back and forth over the waves. It was very quiet except for
the gulls and the waves breaking on the rocks just beneath him. He never
slept during the first night of June because he didn't want to miss a moment
of his time in the cave. He could come back to it during the day, but he only
spent one night in it each year.
Now the sun must be coming up because the sky was lighter and the gulls
were crying louder than before. The seagulls were different from other birds,
just as the ocean waves were different from a lake's waves or a river's rapids.
His cave and the beach around it were a different world, waiting for him
each year to come back to it.
It became hot as the sun rose so Johnny left his cave and ran across the
sand to the house. Mama Ross was cooking breakfast when he came in and
he could hear Papa Ross whistling. Mama Ross didn't scold; she just smiled
when he came in and she looked as though she had been crying.
Johnny spent the month of June collecting sea shells and putting them in
the very back of his cave as he had done for years. He chased gulls and ran
along the beach and watched the waves, just the same way he did each year.
Several days it rained and Mama Ross always tried to keep him in the
house then, but he wouldn't stay. The beach was best when it stormed for
the waves were higher and the sand blew harder and the gulls would huddle
under the rocks and scream and scream.
Then it was the end of June and Johnny's parents came to get him. While
they were talking to Mama and Papa Ross, Johnny went to say goodbye to
his cave.
"It was different when he was only a small boy, but he's sixteen now and
he's just too big. Martha just can't handle him anymore."
"It isn't as though it was an institution like they used to have. It's a
beautiful location,in the mountains, with trees and mountain streams. The
doctors have assured us he'll be happier there."
"If only he would talk to us. He isn't aware of anything."
Johnny's mother started crying and Mama Ross took Papa Ross out of the
room to leave Johnny's mother and father alone.
"I'll miss him next year," she whispered as she closed the door, "but he'll
be happier there and that's what matters."
— Mary Rita Cooper
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perspective

rectangles,
mirrors,
and picture frames;

i see you, Fly,
thousand-eyed flier,
groping for the meaning of
window pane.
L F/z

— Ernest Varner
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The Conference Game

The white flimsy smudged with the limited academic alphabet probably
flitted into your mailbox this week, and there was the bad news. You lose.
All the last minute crying and cajoling for a C in Math 115 to save your
soccer eligibility went for naught. The inevitable D was quite delibly
marked where it had been promised. Such defeat, my friend, does not
occur of necessity, but is directly attributable to poor training in that
essential area of academic gamesmanship, the final grade conference. To
cure that deficiency in your actual education, the editors and staff of The
Literary Magazine, in the spirit of "Playing fields of Eton" Wellington,
present this modest offering in the genre of training exercises: The
Conference Game.

PLAYERS: There are two players in
the game, the student and the teacher.
The general object of the student is
to achieve a grade at least one letter
higher than his present semester
average would warrant. The object of
the teacher is to preserve that grade
and thus maintain high academic
standards at this fine institution. A
corollary of this purpose, never really
very important of course, is for the
teacher to keep his GPA within
acceptable tolerances so that the year
end statistics reviewed by the Dean
prove indeed that he's doing his part
for UTC and ought to be promoted.
MATERIALS: The game is played on
a board containing 64 squares in eight
rows of eight. Eight squares in the
middle of the board are designated
THE DE SK — the usual barrier
between student and teacher — and
are out of play.
Each player is given 17 playing
pieces for the game. The kind of piece
and its value is indicated on only one
side, that which faces the player. The
opponent, thus, knows neither the
kind nor strength of the attack he
faces.
Fifteen of the pieces are movable
and used for attack and defense. Two
pieces are immovable. One it THE
GRADE piece, indicated by an IBM
card; the other is THE BOOT piece,
indicated by a swiftly kicking foot.
The player wins the game when he
captures his opponent's grade piece
and is automatically eliminated when
he tries to take the boot piece, which
indicates either expulsion or firing.
The fifteen attack pieces represent
the kind of appeal used by the two
players and, in order of their
ascending value, are of these four
kinds: PLEADING (1), SEDUCTION
(2), RHETORIC (3), COERCION (4).
Each player has six PLEADING
pieces, four SEDUCTION pieces, four
RHETORICAL pieces, and one
COERCION piece. All movable pieces
move one space in any direction. The
PIECES may be arranged in any order
on the player's side of the DESK at
the beginning of the game.

In addition to the playing pieces,
each player has before him, face
down, four sets of instruction cards
corresponding to the four types of
movable pieces. These cards state the
kind of pleading, seduction, argument
or coercion to be used on the player's
turn of each round. Instruction cards
are described below.

scale of one to six points. This score is
then added to the predetermined
handicap points which are based on
the kinds of speeches his role is
vulnerable to. (Handicap points are
explained below.) The players then
compare these scores and adjust them
according to the base strength of the
pieces involved. For instance, if the
attacking piece is a PLEADING
PIECE (1) and the defensive piece is a
RHETORICAL PIECE (3), then the
attacking player must subtract two
points from his total score. If the
score of the attacking player is higher
than that of the defending player, his
piece occupies the space and the
defending piece is removed from the
board. If the defending player's score
is the higher, the attacking piece is
removed from the board. If there is no
disagreement between the players as
to winner and loser, this constitutes
the end of one round.

THE PLAY: Before each game the
players select a card from either the
STUDENT or TEACHER ROLE
cards, indicating what kind of role
they will play during the game. This
role, however (as more than
occasionally happens in conferences),
may change if the player is so directed
by picking a ROLE CHANGE card,
secreted in the INSTRUCTION CARD
sets. In all cases, the player does not
reveal to the opponent what his role
is. The opponent attempts to guess
this as play proceeds and then
attempts to adjust his persuasive
techniques — within the limits of his
instructions — accordingly. The role
cards are described below.
The game is begun by the
STUDENT and then proceeds by
alternate moves until one player is in
position to attack his opponent's (
pieces. This move constitutes the
beginning of an ATTACK ROUND.
The ATTACK ROUND has three ti
stages: the player's attack, the
opponent's defense, and scoring.

THE ATTACK: The attacking player
1..
selects an instruction card from the
top of the set that matches his
attacking piece. He then must present ARBITRATION: Should there be
a three minute persuasive speech disagreement as to the outcome of the
based upon those instructions.
round, the attacking player settles the
issue by using the ARBITRATION
THE DEFENSE: After the attacking SPINNER. He spins the needle once
player has finished his speech, the and if it lands on the teacher segment,
opponent, in defense, selects a card he wins, if on the student, he wins the
from the top of the set appropriate to round. It should be noted that the
the piece under attack and presents a teacher segment occupies two-thirds
three minute rebuttal or counter of the spinner, the student segment,
attack based on those instructions.
one-third. What could be more
equitable?
SCORING: Each player, as occurs in
conferences, judges the effectiveness TEACHER ROLE CARDS:
of his opponent's speech using a base
1. Rigidly old guard academic; a
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staunch but serene Calvinist assured of
his salvation, who is given to quoting
from the Book of Church Order
during class; a firm believer in the
Divine Rights of Teachers and Droit
du Seigneur. Blithefully assumes
students admire him for his
intellectual rigor.
2. A medical school drop-out who
went into teaching to prove that he
could get some kind of doctor before
his name; resents pre-med students,
pre-dental, pre-veterinarian, nurses,
nurses aides, and former Boy Scouts
holding a first aid merit badge.
3. Confused, thirtyish liberal
academic who "really likes those kids;
they can really teach you something,"
but who wishes they'd use more
deodorant, shampoo and wear
underwear (especially the boys); who
is fond of quoting pithy remarks from
the Saturday Review book columns
and mutters things about angst and
ennui a good deal.
4. Hip, radical, recent Ph.D. from
one of the big California schools, who
claims to hate the university
establishment and stultifying rules and
bitterly complains about the fascist
administration, but who plans to play
along with the system until he gets
tenure and then "can really show
those bastards"; who is also
hyper-spiritual and soulful, loves his
students for their beautiful minds; this
latter has the administration
suspicious and the students skeptical;
it must be ture since he sincerely
regards Emerson as the greatest lover
in the world.
5. Mystical empiricist teaching in
the social sciences who demands that
all arguments be quantified and
translated into terms of spherical
geometry; who holds as his basic truth
that since II r2 is an infinite number,
and since there is pie in the sky,
therefore God exists.
HANDICAP SYSTEM FOR
TEACHERS: The handicap points
represent the number of points the
teacher must add to his opponent's
speech score when confronted with an
argument to which he is particularly
vulnerable.

•:::

...•
...•
•:-:

1. RIGID ACADEMIC. Pleading -2;
Seduction: 2; Rhetorical: 1; Coercion:
0.
2. MED SCHOOL DROP-OUT.
Pleading: -2; Seduction: 1, Rhetorical:
0; Coercion: 2.
Pleading: 4;
3. LIBERAL.
Seduction: 1; Rhetorical: 0; Coercion:
3.
4. HIP RADICAL. Pleading 0;
Seduction: 0; Rhetorical: 0; Coercion:
2.
5. MYSTICAL EMPIRICIST.
Pleading: 0; Seduction: 0; Rhetorical:
3; Coercion: 2.
STUDENT ROLE CARDS
1. Heavy-lidded, lanky, long-haired
amateur Frisbee champ who is not too
desperately searching for a meaningful
experience. Worries about his/her
stifled creativity and VD.
2. Belligerently obsequious, sincere,
hard-working student who believes in
the academic hourly wage at an A per
hour spent in work after calss and
who regards faculty as second level
management and hence not normally
equal to his negotiating finesse.
3. Clearasil — Cover Girl —
Maybelline beauty/stud who is seldom
seen in class or on cmapus except
during Greek Week, though picture
appears with regularity in various local
publications, and who regards grades
and degree as being as necessary to life
and success as a Mustang fastback,

two metal tennis rackets, and a box at
the Cotton Ball.
4. Returning, retired Air Force
major (three times passed over for Lt.
Colonel) or grade school instructor —
who taught 23 years in Tennessee on a
temporary certificate — given to such
phrases as "In my day," "When we
were running the show," and "After
all, I do have 15 years on you," whose
ideal teacher is a combination of
Knute Rockne and the young Zazu
Pitts.
5. Constantly blinking freshman
given to stumbling into walls because
of ill-fitting penny loafers, who is
most amazed that, for some reason,
college is not really like a senior year
in high school, and who actually came
to UTC because the job down to the
Kroger store didn't open up.
HANDICAP SYSTEM FOR
STUDENTS: Principle here is the
same as that for Teacher Handicap.
1. FRISBEE CHAMP. Pleading: 0;
Seduction: 0; Rhetorical: 1; Coercion:
0.
2.
BELLIGERENTLY
OBSEQUIOUS. Pleading: 0;
Seduction: 0; Rhetorical: 1; Coercion:
2.
3. COVER GIRL. Pleading: 1;
Seduction: 1; Rhetorical: -1;
Coercion: 0.
4. THE RETIREE. Pleading: 1;
Seduction: 3; Rhetorical: 0; Coercion:
4.

4.1 LI Ll
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they'll fire me.
2. I've spent most of my time
learning to play golf well enough so
that Walt Walton will notice me at the
Alumni Tourney and tell Masterson to
give me a promotion.
3. Of all this damn time in
committee to work out a plan for
admitting Octogenarian steam fitters
to a meaningful college education.
4. I'm suffering from a terminal
identity crisis which is causing me to
doubt the entire role of the academy
in the modern world.

-41111111110. AGNEW .011.1111.
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SEDUCTION CARDS:
1. The awe-struck, shy, "God, how
brilliant and (in a whisper)
beautiful/handsome you are."
approach.
.0110.

-4111•10. 41111111110.

5. KROGER FRESHMAN.
Pleading: 3; Seduction: 0; Rhetorical:
0; Coercion: 4.
INSTRUCTION CARDS: There are
four kinds of instruction cards in each
set. Each card is repeated five times.
With the exception of the first set —
PLEADING CARDS — the TEACHER
and STUDENT cards are identical.
STUDENT PLEADING CARDS:
1. I've been suffering all semester
from a severe case of mono, smog
induced emphysems, breast cancer, or
congenital writer's block.
2. My stepfather's on the run in
Argentina from the Miami branch of
the Purple Hill gang and so I've had to
take a full time job as a hinge-hanger
at Cavalier.
3. My high school English / history
/ geometry / sex education teacher
never taught us anything about that.
4. I'm the soap box derby chairman
for my sorority/fraternity and have
had to spend the entire semester in a
steam cabinet to get my weight down
to the required 87 pounds.
FACULTY PLEADING CARDS: I've
actually been pretty easy on you this
term because:
1. I've been trying to finish a 600
page dissertation in three months or

2. The bold, we-are-two-sophisticated-people-of-the-world approach,
delivered as one leans forward over
the desk to offer him/her a toast to
your nearly star crossed fate from
your hip flask of Gold Seal Sparkling
Burgundy.
3. The distant, aloof, "I've seen
how you've been watching me all
term, and I dare you to" approach.
4. The "Jeez, I sure dig your body"
approach. This really differs from
number two only in the
socio-economic implications of the
diction.

RHETORICAL CARDS:
1. Even though my/your grades
haven't been terrific, I really feel this
has been the most enlightening
experience in my/your entire life.
2. Frankly, in light of recent
theoretical discussions of student
learning that have appeared in the
Journal of Higher Education, College
English, Reader's Digest, and Great
Speckled Bird, I find that this course's
educational validity has escaped you.
. . . But was it a REAL
3.
experience!?
4. I must appeal to the grand
humanistic tradition of Roger
Ascham, John Dewey and F. I.
Brownley.
COERCION CARDS: I really hate to
bring this up, but you've been:
1. seen cultivating pot in the
Shakespeare Garden.
2. photographed with the
departmental secretary at the Patten
Hotel.
3. overheard threatening to turn all
dachshunds into weiner schnitzel.
4. quoted as threatening, in the
"Mr. Roberts" tradition, to carry on
the revolution in the lamented
absence of Jon Reider.
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On Language and Freedom
Be not of a weary tongue
Weaving frantically in your tomb
To loose your binded state,
Nor strain your lungs
To stretch yourself free.
You are imprisoned by the cold white ba
And the door slammed shut;
Do not clang on your cell
To make sounds of your need,
No one will hear you.
And if by chance your shrill
Cry falls upon a sympathetic ear,
It falls upon it flat.
Do not pray for understanding
For your words confine you still.

— Ernest E. Varner

— LNS

When he was eighteen, George Jackson was sentenced to imprisonment
for one year to life for stealing $70.00 from a gas station. After serving
eleven years and being repeatedly denied parole, George Jackson was shot
to death in the yard of Soledad prison last year.
The Literary Magazine for the winter of 1971 is dedicated to the
memory of George Jackson for his estimable contribution to black
literature, Soledad Brother: The Prison Letters of George Jackson.

